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1 Introduction

Many industrial and production systems are governed by discrete state digital controllers whose
internal state transitions are triggered by the value of some measured continuous physical quan-
tity (e.g. speed, temperature, power consumption, fluid rate ....). Such systems, which are de-
scribed by both discrete and continuous variables, are usually referred to as hybrid systems and
are very complex to be modeled and analyzed. In this area, two main streams of research can be
envisaged. The first one originated from the community involved in the study of formal mod-
els and model checking, the second one from the performance evaluation community. The first
stream has lead to the definition ofhybrid automata[4, 2], that are finite state automata where,
in each state a number of real variables can be defined whose value can range in a predefined
interval. When a continuous variable reaches a boundary, it triggers a state change. In this way,
the transition through the discrete part of the model is determined by the value of continuous
variables. Timing in these modeling environment is deterministic.

The second stream is based on an extension of Petri net models obtained by allowing places
to contain either discrete entities (tokens) or continuous variables. Two main formalisms have
been discussed in the literature, namelyHybrid Petri Nets[1]and Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets
(FSPN)[5, 3]. Timing is deterministic inHybrid Petri Nets[1] and stochastic inFluid Stochastic
Petri Nets (FSPN)[5, 3].

The present paper discusses a variant of theFSPNformalism [3] in which special arcs (called
set arcs) can transfer a finite amount of fluid in zero time. Theseset arcscan be viewed as the
continuous counterpart of immediate arcs in GSPN, and have been specially introduced to model
industrial control systems. The is aimed at emphasizing two interesting features of theFSPN
modeling approach: the ability to model real fluid (or continuous) quantities, and their mutual
interaction with the state of the controller, and the ability to include in the model not only the
first derivative (thespeed) of a continuous entity but also its second derivative theacceleration).
These two features are illustrated by means of a case study, in which the quantity to be regulated
is a real fluid quantity: the fuel demand in a gas turbine. This case study has been partially
abstracted and anonymized to protect proprietary information.

The proposed case study discussed the portion of a digital controller that regulated the fluid
demand in a gas turbine co-generative system. It is shown how performance measures refereed
to the gas consumption can be naturally set in the framework ofFSPN.
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Figure 1: Start Fuel Controller

2 Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets

Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets are Petri net based model with two classes of places: discrete places
that carry a natural number of distinct objects (tokens), and fluid places that hold a positive
amount of fluid, represented by a real number. The main difference with the formulation pre-
sented in [3] is thatflush-out arcsare replaced byset arcsthat are an extension of the previously
defined one. In particular, set arcs connect fluid places to timed transitions and have a real value
associated with them. When the timed transition fires, the fluid place to which is connected is set
to the value associated with the arc. In particular, if a set arc has associated value0, it empties
the fluid place when the transition fires, thus behaves like a flush-out arc. Set arcs are drawn with
a thick line (as flush-out arcs were), with the value associated written over them.

3 An applicative example

Consider the control of a gas turbine in a power plant. The functionality of the control of the
gas turbine is to regulate the fuel demand during the system operation. One of the most complex
behavior of the control is the start procedure. In this stage the fuel demand must be controlled
in order to allow a proper startup of the turbine. In particular, the fuel demand during the startup
procedure can be characterized by the circuit represented in Figure 1. The startup procedure
consists of two stages. In the first stage the flame must ignite. In order to accomplish this task,
fuel demand must be increased at linear rate, up to a maximum value. In the second stage, the
turbine must accelerate up to its operational speed. This is done by increasing the fuel demand
at another linear rate, up to another maximum. When the turbine has reached its operational
speed, the startup procedure ends and the fuel demand is set to a constant value. In practice this
behavior is obtained by a circuit which posses an amplifier and a limiter. The amplifier can make
the demand grow at two different rates. The non-linear limiter that follows the amplifier, keeps
the fuel demand into a specified band, depending on the state of the system. The amplifier is
disconnected prior to start, and gives a constant value when the maximum absolute is reached.
The change of state is determined by sensor that measure the temperature of the system and the
speed of the turbine.

The behavior of the circuit of Figure 1 can be described by the FSPN of figure 2.
The model is composed of four discrete places, representing four system states, three timed

transition and two fluid places which represent respectively the fuel demand and the total quan-
tity of fuel consumed. At any time, only a single token may be present in the discrete places.
The place that contains the token represents the state of the system. Fluid placefuel-demand
represents the fuel demand of the system in that particular state. Discrete placeprior-to-start
represent the state in which the system is after a shutdown or before restart phase. This place is
initially marked, representing the first state of the system. Transitionstart correspond the event
of the start of the light-up phase. When it fires, it transfers the token to the discrete placelight-
up. In this phase, the fuel grows from the minimum value represented by the parameterLUM
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Figure 2: FSPN model of the Start Fuel Controller

at a constant rateLUR. The initial value is obtained by the set arc that connects transition start
to the fluid placefluid-demand. The growth at a constant rate, is represented by the fluid arc
that connects transitionflameproof(which is always enabled in statelight-up) to the fluid place.
Since the fuel demand is limited in thelight-up phase by a maximum valueMAXLU , the rate
of the arc is a function of fluid marking itself. In particular it is defined as:

LUR(x) =

(
LUR LUM � x � MAXLU
0 otherwise

;

The light-up phase ends when theflameproofsignal is sent. This is modeled by transitionflame-
proof which transfer the token in discrete placelight-off. In the light-off phase, the fuel demand
grows at a different rateLOR. This is represented by the fluid arc that connects transitionN1
(always enabled in statelight-off) to the fluid place. Since also the light-off rate is bounded by
a maximum valueMAXLO, the rate associated with this arcs depends on the fluid marking of
the FSPN following this law:

LOR(x) =

(
LOR LUM � x �MAXLO
0 otherwise

;

When the normal system operation is detected, signalN1 is sent and the light-off phase is ended.
This is modeled by the firing of transitionN1 that transfer the token to the placeN1-governing.
In this phase, the fuel demand is constant and it is set to the valueAMFD. This is obtained
with the set arc that connects transitionN1 to the fluid place, which is labeled by the parameter
AMFD. The “cloud” above the FSPN contains the other part of the systems, such as the speed
and the temperature sensors that will influence the firing of the transition previously described.

An interesting possibility offered by FSPN is the ability to model physical parameter such as
speed and acceleration. Fluid placetotal-fuel accounts for the total quantity of fuel consumed
by the system. Its value corresponds to the integral of the value of fluid placefuel-demand. This
integration is done by connecting the fluid placetotal-fuel to a transition that is always enabled
(transitionpump), with a fluid arc that has a flow rate corresponding to the marking of placefuel-
demand. In this way, fluid placetotal-fuelrepresents a physical quantity (fuel in this case), place
fuel-demandis a speed and the flow rate of the continuous arcs that connect placefuel-demand
to the timed transitionsflame-proofandN1 are acceleration.

4 Analysis of the model

In order to analyze the model, it must be completely specified. In this example we will not model
the other part of the system, and we will approximate the condition that enables the various events
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Figure 3: (a)fuel-demanddistribution as function of time, (b)fuel-demanddistribution at various
time instants, (c) Probability of havingN1-governingmarked as function of time, (d) Mean fuel
consumed as function of time

as exponential transition. In this way we will be able compute various interesting performability
measures as described in [3].

We have approximatedstart, flame-proofandN1 as exponential transition with firing rate
equal to1. We have also set the light-up minimumLUM = 1:0m3=s, the light-up maximum
MAXLU = 2:0m3=s, the light-off maximumMAXLO = 4:0m3=s and the absolute maximum
AMFD = 6:0m3=s. We have also set the light-up rateLUR = 1:0m3=s2 and the light-off rate
LOR = 2:0m3=s2.

In Figure 3(a) the mean fuel demand distribution as function of time is represented. Some
particular time instant are represented in Figure 3(b). Note the four discontinuity: the first at0
represents the fuel demand prior to start. The curves then are flat from0 to 1 due to the absolute
minimum to which the demand is set as soon as the light-up phase starts. The discontinuity at2
and at4 are caused respectively by the light-up and the light-off maximum. Discontinuity at6 is
instead caused by the absolute maximum.

The probability of having placeN1-governingmarked as function of time is shown in figure
3(c). It correspond to the cumulative distribution of the time required by the start-up phase.

The mean fuel consumed and its distribution are represented respectively in Figure 3(d) and
4, and are computed as the mean and the distribution of fluid placetotal-fuel. Note that the
slope of the curve presented in Figure 3(d) tends to the absolute maximum fuel demand rate, as
expected.

All the results have been computed by numerically solving the differential equations of the
underlaying stochastic process. The equations have been solved usingupwindsemi-discretization
as described in [5]. The solutions where obtained in few minutes on a Pentium III 866 MHz ma-
chine.
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Figure 4: Distribution oftotal-fuelas function of time

5 Conclusions

The FSPN formalism has been used in different application fields. In some cases it has been
used to overcome the state space explosion problem. The continuous part is used to represent
high number of objects (for instance packets in communication networks). In other cases the
FSPNs have been used for representing accumulation of rewards: the level of the fluid places
represent the accumulated rewards. This paper presents a case study where the FSPN formalism
is used to model systems which are described by both discrete and continuous variables. The
emphasis of the present investigation is to show two interesting features of the FSPNs: the ability
to model “real” continuous quantities, and their mutual interaction with states of the discrete part
of the system, and the ability to include in the model not only the first derivative (the speed)
of a continuous quantity but also its second derivative (the acceleration). These two features
are illustrated by means of the case study, in which the quantity to be regulated is a real fluid
quantity: the fuel demand in a gas turbine.
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